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Numina by Zarah Hussain

Yinka Shonibare

At the Barbican

...and the wall fell away

Yinka Shonibare, MBE, is a British-Nigerian artist living
in London, whose work explores issues of race and class
through the media of painting, sculpture, photography
and film. Having described himself as a ‘post-colonial’
hybrid, Shonibare questions the meaning of cultural and
national definitions. His recent solo exhibition at Stephen
Friedman Gallery titled ...and the wall fell away coincided
with the opening of Frieze Art Fair 2016 as well as a major
commission displayed on the Royal Academy’s façade,
Burlington Gardens.
In Gallery One, sitting beneath a large hand-painted
wall mural, Leonardo Da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man was cut
from matt gold and red vinyl and applied directly to the
gallery floor. Da Vinci’s drawing intended to demonstrate
that man is the measure of all things. Shonibare’s version
depicts a black figure, an androgynous hybrid of both man
and woman.

Omni also produced a great number of stencils, used to
make up the complex wax batik patterns that adorn the
surface of recognisably classical sculptures in Gallery
Two - David, Venus de Milo and the Discus Thrower.
Like the Vitruvian Man, these sculptures have also been
altered, contemporary globes mapping a post-colonial
landscape in place of a head. The accompanying works
on canvas are Shonibare’s largest to date. We worked
closely with our sister company K2 Screen on this series
of impressive, one-off silk screen prints on canvas. Each
of these printing and decorating techniques play with the
expectations of the audience, replacing the batik textiles
for which Shonibare is so well known, marking a pivotal
moment in the artist’s practice.
Photo Mark Blower
Courtesy the artist and Stephen Friedman Gallery, London

Zarah Hussain, an MA graduate of the Prince’s School
for Traditional Arts in London, has spent many years
perfecting the traditional Islamic techniques for creating
mathematically precise, geometric art and then adapting
them to produce unique works with a contemporary
resonance across a range of disciplines.
Hussain’s work is held in many national collections
and is featured in an exciting new collaboration with the
Barbican. The commission in the foyer, entitled Numina, is
a site-specific, sculptural installation which formed part of
Transcender - the Barbican’s season of ecstatic, hypnotic
and psychedelic music from across the globe.

For more information visit:
stephenfriedman.com

Omni worked with Zarah to develop fifty pyramids for the
installation, each slotting together on site to make up a giant
tessellating five-metre by five-metre hexagonal grid. Using
a robust fluted card, we mounted grey vinyl on to the front
face to optimise the contrast levels on the final projected

image. The card was cut, creased and assembled in to
their three-dimensional shape, building the backdrop for a
mind-blowing projection of animated geometric patterns.
We were proud to be involved in such a beautiful and
complex work.
1 October 2016 - 25 January 2017
Photo Max Coulson

For more information visit:
barbican.org.uk
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Guerrilla Girls

at Whitechapel Gallery

Guerrilla Tactics

Omni is very proud to support the Whitechapel Gallery in
the first dedicated UK exhibition of the celebrated feminist
activist group, the Guerrilla Girls.
Founded in 1985 by an anonymous group of women artists
to expose the inequality of the male dominated world of
art, culture and politics, the Guerrilla Girls burst on to the
scene with a poster campaign on the streets of New York in
1986, stating It’s Even Worse in Europe. This was the first
of many guerrilla marketing campaigns by the collective
that popped up at events around the world, including the
Venice Biennale, that questioned and highlighted sexism
and racism in the art world using witty slogans and visuals
coupled with slick typography and graphics.
Three decades on, their gorilla guises and artist
pseudonyms have become familiar, their agenda
increasingly relevant and resonant; encompassing all
aspects of diversity and representation of gender non-

conforming artists. As well as 10 new posters created by
the collective to explore these topics, their Whitechapel
Gallery exhibition Is it even worse in Europe? features the
responses to a questionnaire about diversity sent to 383
European galleries and institutions.
Selections from the responses, with the Guerrilla Girls’
customary caustic challenging remarks, are now included
in posters hung in the Archive Gallery over walls papered
with copies of every completed questionnaire, and the
floor is cheekily carpeted with a poster naming-andshaming the institutions that failed to respond.

Omni produced the posters, floor vinyl, and a number
of large sale graphic panels for the walls and windows
and the gallery have been quite simply “blown away”
by the public response to the exhibition. Demand for
the Guerrilla Girls’ talk was so high that about 3,000
people expressed an interest, although capacity was little
over 100 so they decided to stream it on Facebook to help
meet demand. It has been their most popular post with
over 150,000 views so far and the exhibition has been
featured in a wide range of media including the Evening
Standard, The Art Newspaper, The Guardian and Artnet
to name but a few.
The exhibition continues until March 5th 2017
Photos David Parry/PA Wire/Dan Weill
For more information visit:
whitechapelgallery.org
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Martin Parr: Work and Leisure

The Eight Pieces

Yorkshire’s Finest

Other Worldly

at Firstsite Colchester

Back in September, Firstsite in Colchester staged the
largest exhibition since 2002 of renowned Yorkshire-born
photographer, Martin Parr, comprising of more than 300
photographs spanning the last 40 years. The exhibition
celebrates British talent, culture and history depicting how we
have lived and worked over the last four decades; resulting in a
chronological overview of Parr’s most celebrated works.
Omni produced a considerable amount of cut vinyl and
several large-scale wallpapers and vinyl prints for the show.
The external graphics spanned over 100 square metres of
coloured vinyl, computer cut and installed on the vast glass
face dominating the front of the building.
The unusual architecture posed its own challenges; not only
do gallery walls curve, but slope outwards as they rise. Cherry
pickers, scissor lifts and scaffold towers were required to
reach into the building’s complex curves and angles, proving a
memorable experience for all.

Martin Parr: Work and Leisure came direct from The Hepworth
Wakefield and was tailored especially for Firstsite, with
additional content including the artists’ own extraordinary
personal collection of postcards. From his early Yorkshirebased black and white photographs of rural communities,
through to his more recent vivid explorations into consumerism;
this exhibition includes rarely seen images from his series
The Non-Conformists, taken at the beginning of his career
reflecting his experiences of living in Yorkshire. It also features
The Last Resort, one of the most significant bodies of British
photography, documenting leisure time in the seaside town of
New Brighton, as well as a universal shift from monochrome to
colour photography.
Photo Alison Jane Robinson Photography

For more information visit:
firstsite.uk

Bonnie Camplin at Camden Arts

Over the past two decades, Turner Prize nominated Bonnie
Camplin has worked across wide ranging fields; as an
impresario of experimental club nights, a creator of objects
and images, a performer and a filmmaker. In her show,
currently at Camden Arts Centre, Camplin explores the nature
of consciousness, the sensory forces with which we perceive
the world and the psychic relations that connect people to
each other, their environment and non-human entities.
The Eight Pieces are a series of works on plywood, hung
and propped around the space. The content is perculiar and
amusing - cats attached to wire-frame boxes and electric
cathodes, to circles in fractal arrangements and embryos.
Omni worked with Bonnie Camplin early on, taking her
notebook style drawings and scanning at a high resolution
for printing. Plywood boards were prepared with white paint
before passing through the flat bed printer, where the ink is
almost instantly cured on the surface using ultra-violet light.
Finally, the 18mm boards are milled to size - some circular
and some more irregular following the lines of the illustration.

Photos Mark Blower

For more information visit:
camdenartscentre.org
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Art on the Underground
The Everyday Gallery

Going Underground

Omni have been working closely with Art on the Underground
over the past year, printing and installing vinyl graphics
all over the network. Health and Safety is a strong focus
throughout, with installations often carried out overnight
when escalators can be shut down and specialist access
equipment can be utilised. Here are some of our favourite
projects from the past year:

Zineb Sedira - Collecting Lines

For her first public art commission in the UK, Brixton based
artist Zineb Sedira created an ambitious series of films and
large-scale photographs that form part of the series Underline:
Art & Music for the Victoria line.
Collecting Lines, is a poetic reflection on networks, mapping and
movement; an exploration of the Victoria line from unusual and
unseen perspectives. Omni printed large-scale photographic
works on specialist fire-rated vinyl, which was installed above
the escalators and entrance stairs at Highbury & Islington
and Brixton stations. Our graphics also accompanied Zineb’s
stunning video works at King’s Cross and Euston.

Jasleen Kaur - Crafting the Line

Also part of the Underline series is Crafting the Line
- a school project led by artist Jasleen Kaur. Between
January and April 2016 six schools participated in a series
of workshops inspired by shop keepers, makers and local
cultures located along the Victoria line. The workshops
encouraged pupils to discuss the practical, social and
cultural use of objects in our daily lives, and explore DIY
making techniques. Using a process of ‘bodging’ (mixing
the different forms and functions of objects), pupils worked
collaboratively and independently to create an alternative
archive of objects for everyday use.
Images of the objects produced were printed and installed
by Omni and are on display until December 2016 at six
underground stations: Walthamstow Central, Seven
Sisters, Finsbury Park, Highbury & Islington, Oxford
Circus and Stockwell. An accompanying leaflet presents
the objects as new and innovative products, forming part
of an imaginary shop stretching the length of the Victoria
line. The leaflet will be available at all Victoria line stations.

Modern Makeover

To mark the opening of the new Tate Modern building, the
gallery commissioned celebrated artist, Sir Michael CraigMartin, to reimagine the iconic underground roundel at
nearby Southwark station. The collaboration between the
Tate and Art on the Underground saw the traditional red,
white and blue colour scheme replaced with Craig-Martin’s
own vibrant signature colours.
Omni applied the new design over existing roundels using
a special self-adhesive vinyl, on show for one weekend
only. This was first time the colours had been changed
throughout the station since the roundel was introduced
in 1908.

running the length of platform, the concourse at Stratford
station and lined the escalator walls of Notting Hill Gate and
Bethnal Green. This is not only a joyous celebration of past
projects, but a continuation of work with leading artists and
a positive look toward the future of Art on the Underground.
Photos Thierry Bal

Art for Everyone, Everyday

Art on the Underground commemorated 15 years of their
public programme by launching a new project on the London
Underground. Art for Everyone, Everyday exhibited a
poster in every station, each representing an artist that they
had worked closely with over the years. Omni printed and
installed new graphics on the arches at Gloucester Road

For more information visit:
art.tfl.gov.uk
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Record Turnout

Lumos

Omni Terrier Derby 2016

Wizard Event

Wanderful

Lumos is an international, non-governmental charity
founded by the Harry Potter author J. K. Rowling. The
organisation has dedicated themselves to helping
transform the lives of up to 8 million disadvantaged
children, living in institutions and so-called orphanages
around the world. Lumos uses the phrase ‘so-called’
because the vast majority of children are not orphans,
but instead are in institutions due to their parents facing
extreme poverty or the children are suffering physical and
intellectual disabilities. It is in these circumstances that can
often lead to the breaking up of families when they are not
supported in the community.

Canine Crazies

We celebrated a record turnout for the 14th Omni Terrier
Derby, run at the historic Epsom racecourse, with over 70
barking mad dogs competing for the coveted prize. The
trophy was won for the second year in a row by Lyra, a two
year old Parson Jack Russell owned by Michelle Blackwell;
with Tigger, a Jack Russell Terrier owned by Emma Llewellyn
coming in a gallant second.

Omni were delighted to support their fundraising efforts by
producing several large step and repeat boards for a Gala
Performance of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child and a
special dinner at the exclusive One Marylebone restaurant.
Not only did Lumos raise the fantastic amount of over £1.2
million to transform the lives of some of the world’s most
vulnerable children, but they also reached over 2 million
people globally through the Facebook Live Q&A between
J.K. Rowling and Lauren Laverne.

The ever-popular Best Turned Out Dog competition, with
prizes including a his and hers doggy fascinator created by
milliner Jessica Rae. Winners for 2016 were Sara Ward’s
Bedlington Terrier, Bertie; and Olive, a Jack Russell owned
by Louisa Dempster.

For more information visit:
wearelumos.org

With a raffle and many other attractions, over £2,000 was
raised for the Royal Marsden Cancer Charity - donations
are still being accepted on the Just Giving website and all
counts towards an incredible cause.

Trump’s a Bitch

As an interesting footnote, over the history of the Terrier
Derby, by far the most successful breed has been the Jack
Russell Terrier, bred by the parson John (Jack Russell) in
early nineteenth century Devon. Trump was the name of the
bitch that he started his bloodline from and, it is fabled, that
her portrait hangs in the tack room at Sandringham, which
is quite possible as John Russell was a friend of the Prince
of Wales.
So the name Trump is not just associated with the end of
civilisation as we know it!

Thanks to our supporters:

Marchon, First Degree, Amari, Southwark Brewing Company
Windmill Farms, McGee, Farm Fencing, SCG Flooring

www.terrierderby.com
“If you have never seen it
before, terrier racing is one of
the great spectator sports”
Peter Thomas - Racing Post
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